Over 66 years of changing lives...
mission statement

MISSION: Cardinal Cushing Centers is a place where people of all ages and abilities find possibility, opportunity, and hope.

VISION: Cardinal Cushing Centers is a caring intergenerational community where people live full and meaningful lives at home, at work, at school and at play. Individuals with intellectual disabilities are an integral part of our community and are provided supports to achieve independence, and fulfilling relationships while honoring the founding values of the Sisters of St. Francis of Assisi and Richard Cardinal Cushing whose extraordinary vision encompasses all people, all faiths and all abilities.

VALUES

COMMUNITY: We respect the strengths of each person, foster caring relationships and kindness and friendship.

CREATIVITY: We encourage independent thinking, learning and initiatives where solutions and approaches can be different than the current ones.

STEWARDSHIP: We collectively are responsible to oversee and improve the performance of our organization to ensure longevity for future generations.

ACCOUNTABILITY: We accept personal responsibility to efficiently use organizational resources, improve our services and systems and help others improve their effectiveness.

From the President and the Board Chair

It is our pleasure to present you with this year’s annual report for the Cardinal Cushing Centers. It has been a year of possibility, opportunity and hope, one of growth and advancement.

As we reflect on the accomplishments over the past fiscal year that have helped us maintain our position as one of the premiere service providers for individuals with intellectual disabilities and their families, we also pay tribute to our beginnings. Over 65 years ago, armed with the courage, strength and resilience of the Sisters of St. Francis of Assisi, Cardinal Richard Cushing laid the groundwork for a residential school for his special children, children with intellectual disabilities. While our campus and programs have evolved since 1947, our core mission to ensure that all people with intellectual disabilities are valued, contributing members of society remains the same. Every day we challenge the individuals we support, their families and our staff to set the bar just a little higher than we think is possible.

Over the past fiscal year we implemented a five-day a week after school enrichment program for our students. We achieved financial stabilization by controlling our costs, applying for rate increases in our programs and by expanding business opportunities, adding new programs and services. This has allowed us to upgrade our computer systems and build our capital needs list. Adult Services moved into newly renovated homes on our Hanover campus, allowing 10 individuals larger living space that will support them through their elder years. We have revamped our onboarding procedures for new employees, creating a more efficient and streamlined process. We have also streamlined the way we document and record student and adult client health and medical record information via our new electronic documentation system, Therap.

With the support and generosity of our faithful donors we were able to renovate kitchens and bathrooms in three of our student homes to make daily living more pleasant, install a new scoreboard, and provide brand new mattresses to all of our residential students. We have made progress on early action components of our campus master plan and we look forward to the installation of new campus signage, sidewalks and improved landscaping this spring. Our vision to build an intergenerational village is one step closer to becoming a reality.

With your continued support, we will continue our good work on behalf of individuals with intellectual disabilities and their families for many years to come.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Simons
President & CEO

Michael Bulman
Board Chair
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planned giving

Through the generous support of our donors, Cardinal Cushing Centers is growing its Planned Giving program so we can continue our unwavering dedication to our mission: to ensure that individuals with intellectual disabilities age 6 to over 65 have opportunities to learn, to work, to grow and to dream. Through the Planned Giving program, we are building an endowment and creating a stable funding source for all of our future needs.

Donors choosing to partner with us for the future have the option to name Cardinal Cushing Centers as a beneficiary of their estate by designating a gift of a specific dollar amount, a percentage of the overall estate, or the residue after all specific gifts have been made. Other planned giving options include naming Cardinal Cushing Centers as a beneficiary of a retirement account or life insurance policy.

For more information, please contact Jenna Gomes, Director of Planned Giving, at jgomes@cushingcenters.org or (781) 829-1223.

For Phil and Rita Harris, the decision to name Cardinal Cushing Centers as a beneficiary of their estate was an easy one. Their son Traves, 32, enrolled at Cushing as a student at age 16 and has since transitioned to the adult residential program. “Cardinal Cushing Centers is his home, where he’ll grow old,” said Rita. “Obviously our interest starts with Traves, but it grows from there. We want the organization to thrive for future generations.” “We would do everything possible to build the financial security of this center,” said Phil. “We’re so thankful and so passionate about the program and the wonderful job that everyone does here, I get choked up just thinking about it.”

Hadley, Rita, Phil and Traves Harris.

tradition

At the Cardinal Cushing Centers, our commitment to individuals of all ages, all faiths, and all abilities is grounded in the founding values of the Sisters of St. Francis of Assisi and Richard Cardinal Cushing.

The Sisters of St. Francis of Assisi sponsor 11 Corporate Ministries which reflect the Franciscan values of respect for human dignity; compassionate outreach to those living in poverty; promoting peace and reconciliation; and respect for the environment. The 11 Corporations are doing great work across the U.S. to help populations in need – be it the elderly, the homeless, the jobless, urban youth, or individuals with developmental disabilities.

Our 11 Corporate Ministries

St. Ann Center for Intergenerational Care (St. Francis, WI)
Canticle Court, Inc. and Juniper Court, Inc. (St. Francis, WI)
Cardinal Stritch University (Milwaukee, WI)
St. Coletta of Illinois (Tinley Park, IL)
St. Coletta of Wisconsin (Jefferson, WI)
Cardinal Cushing Centers (Braintree and Hanover, MA.)
St. Elizabeth School (Baltimore, MD)
The Franciscan Center (Baltimore, MD)
Franciscan Youth Center (Baltimore, MD)
Marian Center for Nonprofits (Milwaukee, WI)
Here's what we’ve been up to:

• Reached highest day student enrollment on our Hanover Campus: 46
• Strengthened our partnerships with Best Buddies, BNY Mellon and Covidien
• Realigned education and employment training programs to better meet the needs of our students
  • Achieved financial stabilization
• Purchased 16 new iPads with support from the John W. Alden Trust and the McMeninmon Trust
• Remodeled kitchens and bathrooms in Mitton and Xavier student housing
• Streamlined procedures and systems in the Human Resource Department including a revamp of the annual Open Enrollment process for our over 500 employees
• Sent more than 20 students on a trip of a lifetime to Disney World thanks to South Shore Bank's annual St. Pat's dinner and auction fundraiser
• Expanded our adult residential program including a newly renovated home on our Hanover campus
• Springtime 2013 raised $500,000 and brought in 500 guests
• Launched a Planned Giving Program designed to grow our endowment and ensure that there will always be resources available to carry out our mission
We gratefully acknowledge the generosity of so many friends who have provided hope and encouragement to the individuals served by Cardinal Cushing Centers, Inc. The following list recognizes donors of cash, stock, or bequests totaling $100 or more during the past year.
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**Statement of Financial Position**

**Fiscal Year 2013**

**Revenue FY2013**
- Tuition, Program Fees (90.1%)
- Contributions, Grants, Events (8.5%)
- Sales of Client/Student-Produced Goods & Services (1.3%)
- Investment Income/Other Revenue (.1%)

**Expenses FY2013**
- Program Services (91%)
- Administrative, General (7%)
- Fund-Raising (2%)
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Moriarty Family Charitable Foundation Trust
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Joseph Murphy
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Needham Electric Supply Corp.
Alison Neipris
Judith Nelson
Steven Neri
NFP Corporate Services
Andrea Noble
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Margaret Norton
NSTAR Foundation
Kevin O’Callaghan
Richard O’Donnell
Sherri Ohlson
Kevin O’Marra
Joseph O’Neill
Elena Ortiz
Jane Osgatharp
Pacheco-Cooke Electrical LLC
William Palladino
Hope Paterson
Wendy Patriquin
Petroleum Equipment Service of NH
Philips Lighting Company
Pigott Electric Co., Inc.
Jill Pond
Joseph Prendergast
Roberta Pulaski
RAC Mechanical Services, Inc.
Ruth Radin
Michael Raymond
Recovery Audit Specialists, Inc.
Evelyn Reid
Christopher Reilly
Joseph Richardi
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J. Roberts
William Roberts
Tim Rochon
Elizabeth Rodriguez
Jean Rogers
Dina Rosenbaum
Michael Rotondi
Daniel Sacco
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Saint Bridget
Saint John the Baptist
Saint Mary of the Nativity
Saint Mary of the Portiuncula Secular Franciscan Order
Suzanne Scolamiero
Harry Scott
Marsha Serafin
Joseph and Josephine Shea
Bernard Sibella
Frank Sileo
Nobo Sircar
Michael Skirvin
Lorraine Small
James and Lea Snow
Ernest Sofuolis
Southeast Physical Therapy Services, Inc.
Staley Technologies
StarTrak Studios, Inc.
Nebulla Stephen
Brenda Stone
Frederick Studley

St. Mary’s Parish, Hanover
St. Timothy’s Parish Roman Catholic Archbishop of Boston
Joseph Sullivan
Richard Sullivan
Sweeney Memorial Funeral Home
Patricia Sweeney
Denise Sylvester
Bernard Tannenbaum
Donald Tavares
Lorraine Taylor
Richard Testa
That Bloomin Place
Thor Equities
Joshua Tinkelman
Tri-R Mechanical Services, Inc.
Trufant Real Estate, Inc.
Anthony Uglietto
Value Options, Inc.
Vanasse & Associates, Inc.
Sander Van Doorn
Evelyn Wall
Mary Walsh
Kevin Walsh
Joseph Walsh
James Walters
Joan Warrick
Westhorp & Associates, Inc.
Donald White
Margaret White
Michael Wilcox
Kenneth Williams
Bradd Williamson
Alfred Wood
Christopher Wood
Maria Wood
Francis Wyman
Stanley Wyrwicz
3E Company
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